
10% class participation (discussion of readings, presenting assignments,
classroom participation)

20% final project with one-page document

70% four assignments

Find three examples of interesting or beautiful phenomena created by simple
rules acting over time.

One made intentionally by humans

One made by animals, plants or other living beings

One made by the non-living forces of nature

For each one, write a paragraph analyzing how that shape happens. Describe the
‘rules’ that govern that process. Write down the instructions that the smallest
actor in that system would need to follow to perform the smallest action (“In a
sand dune, a grain of sand is pulled gravitationally downward. If it is exactly on
top of another grain or wedged between two, it stays where it is. If it isn’t, it falls
slightly”) How do these micro rules determine what happens in the macro
situation?

Put these three image on a hosted web page (with attibutions to the original
source), with your analysis of each one.

Learning outcomes:

Students have web hosting

Generative Programming
Building a universe from a single seed

Kate Compton, CMPS PhD student

Grading:

Assignment: Three Generations



Can place text and images in HTML layout

Can look at a natural system, and detect and explain rules

Use context free art to make two kinds of artwork. At least one should use quasi-
inifinte recursion.

Use stochastic combinatorial methods to create some generative art or artifact.

Example projects:

generate possible video game names (like http://videogamena.me/)

generate tile-based maps for a hypothetical game

generate album covers (some text over some image)

generate nonsense poems, strange recipes, movie plots, or comics
What are the patterns that appear in this media?

Your generator should be capable of generating between 12 and 30 artifacts at a
time. When turning in your assignment, include a screenshot of a single set of
generated artifacts. Your piece should include

using either weighting or recursiveness to control the generation process.

a “regenerate” button

Learning outcomes:

Students have a page that runs Javascript

Can use click-based interaction in a page and trigger javascript events

Can use a loop to create multiple instances

Can dynamically and add elements to a page from a loop

Can analyze a field of practice, extract patterns, and make a combinator to
recombine those patterns.

Assignment: Context free art

Assignment: Combinatorial generator



Make a tool that draws on the Processing window. It should record the current
offset, last position, velocity, and framecount, and time. The tool will draw some
visually interesting patterns based on these values. Play with lines, angles, text or
shapes that change over time and with speed.

Part 1: Make a one page design doc proposing your final work.

Final work: This work should be a generator of some sort which runs in
Javascript on the web (or clear it with me). It should be of significantly greater
complexity than either the combinatorial generator or the reactive tool.

Lecture: “Something from (Almost) Nothing”

Methods that create shapes

Overview of generative art, architecture, and nature

Readings: selections from The Self Made Tapestry, and Introduction of
Nature of Code

Schelling segregation simulation

Assignment: Three Generations

Where does meaning come from? Why are Mad Libs interesting?

Lecture 1: “Randomness and stochastic processes”

Assignment: Reactive drawing tool

Assignment: Final project

Schedule

Week 1

What are generative methods?

Week 2

Combinatorial and stochastic generative methods



Juxtaposition: making meaning from combinations, Kuleshov effect

Apples vs Apples

Dice-based music generation

Lecture 2: “Generating from simulated processes”
Play Dust simulator

Readings: NoC chapters 1 and 2, OULIPO # vs # Recombinant Poetics

DUE (present in class): Three Generations

Assignment: Combinatorial generator

Lecture 1: “Lindemeyer systems and the concept of recursion”

Lecture 2: “Grammars and the rules of expansion”

In-class tutorial on Context Free Art Assignment: Context Free Art

Lecture 1: fractals and terrain generation

Lecture 2: space filling curves

Reading Fractals and the geometry of nature Mandelbrot

Activity: paper dragon fractals in class

Lecture: “Fat pipeline vs Thin pipeline interactions”

Week 3

Grammars and recursion

Week 4

Fractals and self-similarity

Week 5

Interactivity



Lecture: “Inputs and intention: making meaningful interactions”

Kinect based artworks, TextRain, Treachery of Sanctuary, inputs to
generative art tools Assignment: Reactive drawing tool

Lecture 1: “Solving constraints by constraining the model, or Generate and
test?”

Lecture 2: “PCG for games, a case study”

Hard vs soft constraints

HW/Reading: watch one-page design doc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxJ0Pw-Qdwk

Reading: Excerpt from The Genie in the Machine (automated inventing)

DUE (present in class): Reactive drawing tool

Lecture 1 “Evolutionary algorithms and art” DUE (present in class): Final
project one-page design document (all day)

Readings: Ken Stanley’s Picbreeder, Search-based PCG

Lecture 1: “Evaluating by simulation”

Lecture 2: “User testing, and understanding user-tests”

Reading http://sokath.com/main/the-seven-deadly-sins-of-pcg-papers-
questionable-claims-edition/

Reading: Exploring Quantitative Evaluations of the Creativity of Automatic
Poets

Week 6

Constraints

Week 7

Search and solutions

Week 8

Evaluating artifacts



Lecture 1: “Machine learning to make patterns, patterns to make art”

Lecture 2: “Constraint languages and ASP”

DUE (present in class): Final project presentations

SOME READINGS TBD

Week 9

Machine learning and AI

Week 10


